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Part Two: Completion
Instructions:  Provide the word or words to complet the following statements.
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Part Three: Short Answer
Instructions: Provide information to answer the following question.

1

Front end lowed, tail up and waving

Ears pricked forward, strands forward on toes, tail stiff

Behavior with confilict or danger and agression

Canine- Fear

Social

Canine-Submission

Canine- Play

Canine Alert

Agonistic

Interactions between individual animals

Test
Animal Management 

Instructions : Match the term with the correct response. Write and the letter of the term by the definition.

Tail Tucked, ears back, avoids eye contact may dribble urine

Body low to the ground, nose and lips curled, hackles raised

A dog is told to sit, it sits, the dog received a treat within seconds this is called                    
reinformcement. 

A behavior pattern where the animal urinates to mark a territory is known and                   behavior.

                        behavior is how animals explore their surroundings
Animals use sounds to communicate,                         signals can be carried over long distance and 
have many variations. 

                          play a role in the temperament and behavior characteristics. 

Breath odor, urine, feces and body order play a role in                          communication.

Explain negative reinforcement. 
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Test
Animal Management 

Instructions : Match the term with the correct response. Write and the letter of the term by the definition.

Canine- Fear Canine-Submission Canine Alert

Animals use sounds to communicate,   auditory              signals can be carried over long distance and 
have many variations. 

Social Canine- Play Agonistic

Tail Tucked, ears back, avoids eye contact may dribble urine

Body low to the ground, nose and lips curled, hackles raised

Interactions between individual animals

Front end lowed, tail up and waving

Ears pricked forward, strands forward on toes, tail stiff

behaviors with confilict or danger and agression

A behavior pattern where the animal urinates to mark a territory is known and eliminiative                  
behavior.

 Investigative   behavior is how animals explore their surroundings

 Genetics           play a role in the temperament and behavior characteristics. 

Breath odor, urine, feces and body order play a role in   Olefactory     communication.

A dog is told to sit, it sits, the dog received a treat within seconds this is called    Positive                
reinformcement. 

Explain negative reinforcement. 

not used as punishment, the animal escapes or avoids an unpleasant stimulus.


